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Red UK

Wellbeing: How to buy Happiness

Insight
Put guilt aside. Take a personality test. Splurge on little things that bring you joy. Rosie Green
discovers the highs of meaningful spending

*(for less than £15)

I'm a lover of things. Especially luxurious, designer, premium things. Those Gucci shoes, that
Chinti cashmere and the entire Brissi store.

Don't judge me, but I'd say two thirds of the time I have an internal Veruca Salt screaming “I
want it”. (The other eight hours I'm asleep.) As a daughter of two lefties (I've held a ‘property
is theft’ placard) I was brought up to reject materialism. But secretly – then not so secretly – I
began to love shopping. For me, the best bit of a museum visit was the gift shop. Always.

Thankfully, along came the ‘90s and Sex And The City and the spend, spend, spend era. I
bought Manolos and Mulberry. I ate out multiple times a week. Now everyone else was
consuming, I could stop feeling bad about it. Spending without guilt, without embarrassment
or apology, on what my mother's generation had been told were ‘frivolities’, was liberating.

Why did it feel so good? Sandra Matz, a consumer researcher at the University of Cambridge
who studies how shopping affects our happiness, says buying things “is a way to express
yourself. It's motivating and rewarding. It fulfils one of people's most fundamental needs, to
communicate ‘this is who I am’.”

Buying things FULFILS one of people's most fundamental NEEDS, to communicate
‘this is WHO I AM’

Fast forward to 2004 and I'm undergoing a seismic spending shift. Why? I acquired a
mortgage. From then on I stopped enjoying it so much and started to become anxious. I
questioned whether I could afford it. Whether I could get it cheaper elsewhere.

Then I had kids. And we all know they change everything. Not only do your boobs end up
resembling windsocks, but you never again spend with impunity. Selflessness is held up as a
badge of motherhood and, in reality, that means hold the Zadig jacket there's Brownie camp to
Botswana to pay for. Susan Catto, journalist and author of the brilliant blog Shopping For
Happiness, which charts her struggles with life-diminishing frugality, agrees. “Motherhood
ramped up my spending issues. You can always think ‘I've spent X on a bag, when I could put
it into their education fund’.”

Then, like many mothers, I became self-employed to achieve the work/life ‘balance’ I craved.
And not having a regular paycheck definitely increased my anxiety around buying for myself.
Matz says, “The uncertainty is challenging – you're more aware of spending and limit it to
what's essential.” That's me. I now buy shoes only when my others have holes in, always from
the sale rack.

Of course it doesn't help that in the last decade we've had a recession and wages have fallen.
So I'm also skint.
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IN LIGHT OF THE ABOVE, SPEND, SPEND, SPEND SEEMS A LITTLE VULGAR.
Catto agrees “it can seem morally virtuous to deny yourself”. She talks about the “superiority
boost” she would feel when colleagues arrived at a meeting with a coffee-shop latte and she
had made herself a gratis cup of instant from the office kitchen.

Another factor is my husband's influence. He's a saver not a spender, a happy ‘squirrel’ who
cares not a fig for scent diffusers and Brissi jugs.

All this equates to me feeling supremely guilty about buying myself anything. My beloved
aunt died and left " me some money; it went straight into a black-hole bank account that goes
on school dinners and council tax. Ditto my mother's Christmas cheque. I can't even bring
myself to light candles gifted to me (this spectacularly backfired when my babysitting mother
lit all of them during a power cut).

So here I am. I still want things. I just think I can't buy them. And it feels life-zapping. It
needs to stop.

Catto's dying mother's request was that she started spending on herself, and her subsequent
foray into doing so has made her realise her “compulsive scrimping” was “counter-
productive”. She tells me that she was so careful with money that on holiday she refused to
buy Aspirin because it had been so marked up by the hotel, and thus spent the day sidelined
by a blinding headache.

I identify with that. Now, as part of an experiment, Catto spends £1,000 a month on herself.

We chat about our husbands and how, contrary to the image ingrained into our psyche of
grumpy spouse tsk-tsk-ing at wife returning laden with carrier bags, ours are happy when we
spend on ourselves (within reason). “I thought he would have a hard time with my project,”
says Catto, “but he likes it if I feel good. It takes the pressure off him. And,” she says sagely,
“nobody likes a martyr.”

It's the little moments of JOY afforded by small spends that cause most HAPPINESS

I think I've become one of those. Limiting not only my activities, but joint activities of my
friends. Downgrading their restaurant choices, cutting short evenings. Scrimping is socially
limiting. And yawnsome.

So how can I rediscover the joy in spending? Without going bankrupt, obviously. Well, Matz
might have the answer – she thinks you need to “spend meaningfully” and “think about it in a
more sophisticated way”.

Her research project at the University of Cambridge shows if you spend according to your
personality type, you get the biggest psychological boost from your purchases.

She asks me to take a personality test* and it shows me to be a major extrovert, conscientious,
slightly above average on agreeableness (yay!) and on, ahem, neuroticism. And that I like
“pleasantness”.

Matz thinks it doesn't matter how much you spend on yourself, it's just essential that you do
spend something. She actually thinks it's the little moments of joy afforded by small spends
that cause the most happiness. (Catto agrees, saying it's actually the incidental lattes and taxi
journeys that are what stay with her.)

Taking into account the test results, Matz suggests that I might want to spend my money on
social and stimulating activities such as going to a bar with friends (which appeals to my
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extroverted side), on stationery (plays to my conscientiousness) or on little gifts for the kids
like a Disney movie (in tune with my agreeable nature).

As an experiment she proposes I really think about what gives me great pleasure (answer:
friends, family, light, warmth, beauty, softness, taste), then spend on them for a working week.
I give it a go.

MONDAY Coffee. I normally work at home alone spending zero pence, but today I went with
my laptop to our local café where I chatted with the waitress (hello Linda!) and bumped into a
friend. Instant mood boost. £2.20.

TUESDAY Fairy lights. Sandra's test noted my heightened anxiety and I've always found
fairy lights’ soft glow soothing. The batteries ran out aeons ago and because I know my
husband thinks they're verging on ridiculous I haven't replaced them. Until now. Joy. £2.99.

WEDNESDAY Pedicure. My results show I like beauty and my conscientiousness trait also
indicates anything self-improving will feel great. No surprise – I love pedicures. My job as a
beauty editor sometimes involves trialling them (for which I don't pick up the tab) so I find it
really hard to justify paying for one myself. In fact, I can't do it… £0.

THURSDAY Posh chocolate. As someone who scores higher than average on both
conscientiousness and neuroticism, healthiness is important to me. My twentysomething self
would always buy high-quality chocolate to deliver maximum satiation with minimal calorie
input. Latterly, I've been making do with leftover Smarties. But today I buy Lindt's Dark
Caramel with Sea Salt and I only eat two squares. Supreme satisfaction. £1.99.

FRIDAY Elle Deco magazine. This appeals to my conscientiousness (future planning) and my
love of beauty and pleasantness. If I'm in on Friday night, a magazine to read makes it feel
like a treat, not a bore. £4.

By Friday I have spent the grand total of £11.18 and I feel truly uplifted. Catto says when she
treats herself “it feels like I'm being nice to myself – as nice as I am to other people”. It's a
life-changing truth that's also a personal revelation.

I celebrate by lighting a candle.

Join the conversation @RedMagDaily

@RosieGreenBQ
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